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Championship Grappling Techniques
In recent years, the grappling arts have proven to be the most effective form of
combat in mixed martial arts (MMA) and no-holds-barred (NHB) competitions.
Above all others, the Gracie brand of Brazilian jujitsu has become recognized as
the preeminent fighting style in unarmed combat. Now Renzo Gracie—instructor;
competitor; and champion of numerous grappling, MMA, and NHB
events—reveals the inner workings of the art in his latest book, Mastering Jujitsu.
From the origins of the art to personal techniques, you will experience the impact
the Gracies have had on jujitsu and learn the strategies they have developed to
dominate their opponents. Gracie shares the subtleties of the techniques
necessary for mastering the art, and he clearly demonstrates the flow of
movement with more than 250 high-quality photos. Not only will Mastering Jujitsu
help you progress from isolated skill development techniques to a full set of
tactics and fight plans, but it will also introduce you to the concept of combat
phases and teach you to attack from any phase. You will learn how to react to
your opponent in any situation. Whether you’re caught in a bottom position or
attacking from the top, Gracie reveals the key strategies designed to give you the
upper hand. The depth and breadth of topics covered in Mastering Jujitsu will aid
even the most experienced black belts in their understanding and execution of
Brazilian jujitsu. With detailed coverage on advanced principles, you will get all
the tactics, strategies, techniques, and drills you need for close combat fighting.
Contents Chapter 1. Classical Jujitsu: Theory and History Chapter 2. Modern
Jujitsu: New Concepts, New Directions Chapter 3. Underlying Theory and
Strategy of Modern Jujitsu Chapter 4. Free-Movement Phase Chapter 5. Clinch
Phase Chapter 6. Ground Fighting Chapter 7. Winning From the Bottom Position
Chapter 8. Winning From the Top Position Chapter 9. Training and Competition
Chapter 10. Jujitsu for Self-Defense
"The tactics and techniques of two of the greatest competitors in the history of
mixed martial arts combat, Renzo and Royler Gracie, are captured in this book.
Their ôgrapplingö style of martial arts is explainedùmethods that focus on holds
and throws rather than kicks and punches, and come closer to the spirit and
nature of real fighting than other martial arts. Covered are the history, rules,
philosophy, strategy, and positions of submission grappling, providing a complete
account of this increasingly popular sport."
Brazilian Jiu-jitsuChampionship Techniques
Become a Better Martial Artist by Applying Lessons from the World's Greatest
Military Strategists from Sun Tzu to Von Clausewitz Lessons in the Art of War
investigates the theories and philosophies of the most prominent military thinkers
in Asia and Europe and examines the combat roots of a variety of fighting styles
from traditional Chinese, Japanese, and Korean martial arts to the fighting arts of
the ancient Greeks and modern Israelis. It also demonstrates how the martial
arts, whether Asian or Western in origin, were historically about brutal fighting,
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often to the death, and how ancient attitudes and beliefs can be adapted for
success in today's MMA steel cage, judo or karate tournament as they were in
ancient armies. Including an introduction to Asian and Western military thought,
chapters include: The Nature and Conduct of Combat What is Combat?
Preparing for Battle Elements of Tactics and Strategy Imposing Your Will
Destroying the Enemy Force Strength of the Defensive Position Failure Moral
Quality of Courage Securing Victory
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu is a guide to the most effective and devastating techniques in popular
martial arts by World Champion and Brazilian Jiu Jitsu legend Alexandre Paiva. The
book contains over 1,000 full-color photographs demonstrating the moves that made
the author the most feared competitor in BJJ circles and now one of the most soughtafter instructors. Jiu-Jitsu or Jujutsu came into prominence in the early 90's when jiujitsu expert Royce Gracie won the first, second, and fourth Ultimate Fighting
Championships against much larger opponents who were using other styles such as
boxing, muay thai, karate, and wrestling. Since then it has become one of the most
popular styles in MMA due to its focus on ground fighting. Learn the techniques that
have proven dominant in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu tournaments and in the Mixed Martial Arts
cage: Takedowns The Closed Guard Passing The Closed Guard Butterfly Guard Open
Guard Pass Side Control Half Guard Back Mount With sections devoted to both gi and
no-gi techniques, whether training for a Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu tournament or a Mixed
Martial Arts fight, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu is one book no true competitor can afford to miss.
There are two things that make a champion--ability and know how. Mike Swain, world
champion and one of the most sought-after instructors in the world, will teach you all of
the necessary skills to develop an advanced game and strategy in the art of modern
Judo. This volume is illustrated with more than 800 pictures with step-by- step
instructions. This book will make you a smarter, more prepared Judo fighter in
competition and self-defense, and will show you how to choose the best techniques to
fit your game plan in Judo and Gi-grappling matches so you can come out at the top of
your competition
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular monthly
magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing them with
information about every style of self-defense in the world - including techniques and
strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75 martial arts-oriented
books and videos including many about the works of Bruce Lee, the best-known marital
arts figure in the world.
A variety of winning judo techniques developed over years of teaching are presented in
this guide that prepares mixed martial artists for transcending numerous scenarios.
Based on the same training methods that have produced multiple Olympic medalists,
the book demonstrates how any opponent can be overcome, even from a position that
may seem hopeless. It is generously illustrated with techniques and exercises that are
proven winners and is appropriate for beginning judo practitioners.
For followers of Brazilian jiu-jitsu, this guide offers 112 advanced positions for mastering the
sports of submission grappling and no-holds-barred fighting. 800 color photos. Four-color
interior.
In retrospect, all martial arts are mixed, but MMA has taken on a mystique of its own in the
newest wave of combative experimentation. This book presents an encompassing perspective
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of this phenomenon in eight chapters written by experts in the field. In their individual chapters
they provide analyses of the techniques utilized during many of the leading competitive events,
mainly the Ultimate Fighting Championships (UFC), and give practical “how to” instruction.
This book pulls together some of the best writings published in the Journal of Asian Martial Arts
regarding modern mixed martial arts. Daniele Bolelli uses a scholarly approach to produce two
excellent chapters, as does Rhadi Ferguson with his two chapters. Bolelli provides a superb
overview by analyzing 176 matches that took place between 1993 and 1999 under the UFC
umbrella. He also highlights the different ways in which grappling techniques are currently
used in mixed martial arts competition. While utilizing a comprehensive approach, Dr.
Ferguson zeros in on armbar and chokehold submissions to conclude just how often these
were utilized in 1,263 UFC bouts. His works here can assist mixed martial arts professionals
with analytical information to help them in training practices and winning strategies. What do
the analyses show? Well, one thing is that all the techniques used are found in many old
martial traditions. Some techniques are extremely old. Certainly cavemen used chokes. Many
are from the previous millennium, as hinted by the numerous Japanese terms used since the
samurai sipped sake. Fundamental techniques are discussed by Andew Zerling and Steve
Scott. Four other chapters provide insightful text and the photographic detail to present the
theory and practice of the major techniques utilized by mixed martial artists: chokes, armlocks,
and leg locks. Zerling offers three chapters with the precious help of his teacher, Renzo
Gracie. Scott’s chapter is a highly detailed piece on the cross-body armlock, giving four
primary applications all will appreciate as vital to MMA practice. The eight chapters are filled
with analytical text helpful for the pursuit of combat expertise. There is enough here to find of
great value. But there is more. In the chapters you’ll also find perspective and insight that
illuminate what is occurring in the evolution of MMA competition. Read closely and you’ll see
that—beneath the hype—changing competitive rules and dollar amounts play a role in the
outcome of championship belts and competitive crowns. We need to factor these aspects into
our quest to understand the rich variety of martial traditions.
A product of over twenty years of exhaustive research, Judo Training Methods is a
comprehensive examination of the Japanese Judo. Written by martial arts authority Donn
Draeger and judo champion and instructor Takahiko Ishikawa, it is an expert martial arts guide.
Although the examples are geared toward judo, the training and conditioning methods set out
are valuable for all martial artists and athletes, whatever their art or sport. Judo Training
Methods is an "encyclopedia of judo" covering not only Judo techniques and training methods
but also dojo etiquette, tournament rules, and promotion requirements. This illustrated judo
book features over 1,000 photos and 200 conditioning exercises. A perfect introduction to Judo
for beginners, the exercises in this classic text are also valuable conditioning exercises for
football, basketball, track, swimming, wrestling, boxing, tennis, baseball, mixed martial arts and
more! Chapters introduce readers to the principles and practice of Judo, including: Physical
Judo Re-Examined Classification of Exercises and Muscle Groups Kinesiological Principles
About Muscle Judo Training Advice Judo and Weight Training Judo Training Routines
Preparatory Exercises Supplementary Exercises Compound Exercises Auxiliary Exercises
A captain of the U.S. Olympic wrestling team shows all the basic principles of the takedown,
with over a thousand action sequence photographs.
Step-by-step photographs and illustrations demonstrate more than one hundred maneuvers
from the traditional martial art of Brazilian jiu-jitsu, with an overview of the history of jiu-jitsu and
its uses.
Grappling and submission grappling moves are fundamental in many MMA forms, especially in
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. Generally, they are focused in the clinch and ground ranges with the goal of
defeating an opposing fighter through use of submission holds. In this exciting book, contact
sports fans learn about the discipline, physical health, and mental health aspects of MMA. The
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inspiring story of Eddie Chong and his influence on the recovery of a grandmaster that had
been terminally injured in a series of competitions is also included. Readers discover that
grappling moves are rooted in the most ancient forms of wrestling and how they are used to
force an opponent into submission without striking. Besides training and basic grappling
moves, the text includes an overview of grappling competitions and regulations. Andre Galvao,
Fedor Emelianenko, Kenny Florian, Antonio Rodrigo Nogueira, and Randy Couture are
celebrated athletes, and are profiled in this volume. Vivid step-by-step photos of the grappling
and submission moves, including clinch, single-leg and double-leg takedowns, fireman’s carry,
hip throw into armbar, and broom sweeps, enliven the informative text.
This guide for jiu-jitsu practitioners offers 100 lethal positions of striking and grappling
combination moves that will give fighters the edge they need to excel in the sport of no-holdsbarred fighting. Rodrigo Gracie, winner of the 2002 Pride Fighting Championship, reveals
techniques not only for high-level competitors looking to be unstoppable in the ring, but also for
amateur fighters looking for new moves.
The nuances of the guard, the most important position in jiu-jitsu, are covered in this
instructional guide that teaches practitioners how to put up an impenetrable defense to any
opponent. Showing how a myriad of techniques originate in the guard, including sweeps,
reversals, and submissions, these drills demonstrate how small changes in hip position and
weight distribution can make the difference between success and failure in submission combat.
Extraordinarily detailed with tips from leading black belts and down-to-earth advice on what to
think about during a match, this guide is instructive reading for even advanced belts seeking to
refine their game.

There are two things that make a champion--ability and know how. Mike Swain,
world champion and one of the most sought-after instructors in the world, will
teach you all of the necessary skills to develop an advanced game and strategy
in the art of modern Judo. This volume is illustrated with more than 800 pictures
with step-by-step instructions. This book will make you a smarter, more prepared
judo fighter in competition and self-defense, and will show you how to choose the
best techniques to fit your game plan in Judo and Gi-grappling competition so
you can come out at the top of your competition.
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